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Chihuri must walk the talk 

  

“I am quite certain that Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) and the people of Zimba-
bwe are, once again, going to seize this opportunity to prove these prophets of 

doom wrong by ensuring a tranquil and peaceful environment before, during and 
after elections” 

-Police Commissioner-General Augustine Chihuri,  
2012 Police Parade Address,  Morris Depot  

 
Police Commissioner-General Augustine Chihuri is at it again dismissing the widely

-held perception that the Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) is partisan. Addressing 
people gathered at the Police Passout Parrade held over the weekend at the Mor-

ris Depot, Chihuri said the Zimbabwean police force are the shinning beacon in 
upholding the rights and freedoms of the citizenry. Chihuri lauded the Zimbabwe 

Republic Police for ensuring the country enjoys stability and peace and expressed 
confidence in the force’s ability to deal with political violence during national 

events like elections. Chihuri’s remarks come at a time when public faith in the 

ZRP has plummeted because of what many perceive as its partisan stance. Chi-
huri, an avowed supporter of Zanu (PF), is among the cabal of security chiefs who 

have failed to uphold the rule of law.  
 

In another false claim, speaking at a public meeting held in May 2012 in Harare, 
ZRP Assistant Commissioner, Rabson Mpofu, said, 

 
‘We should not take away the fact that the police force is a child of a Zanu (PF) 

government, but we are fair in dealing with cases of violence. We practice discre-
tion in arresting the perpetrators; sometimes we don’t arrest them instantly but 

wait for the right time to do so.” 
 

The so called shinning police force of Chihuri has been caught on the wrong side 
of the law on numerous occasions. As Chihuri made his arrogant and dishonest 

claims, attention must be drawn to two recent cases in Bulawayo and Chiadzwa 

where police officers were involved in acts that amount to torture. Police Chief 
Superintendent Joseph Chani is being charged with murdering a suspected illegal 

diamond miner in Chiadzwa and has reportedly threatened to drag all police offic-
ers who testified against him in court to a disciplinary hearing. Another is the case 

of Shamwa police officers who murdered an innocent civilian over a dollar is just a 
clear testimony of the manner in which Chihuri’s shinning force carries itself. To 
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worsen the situation the police officers were easily given bail whilst innocent ordi-

nary people are languishing in remand for crimes they did not commit.  
The Zimbabwe government has for many years of allowed members of the police 

force, the Defence Forces and the Central Intelligence Organisation, youth mili-
tias, and members and supporters of ZANU-PF, to enjoy impunity for violence 

perpetrated against persons perceived to be opposition supporters.  
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MISA-Zimbabwe statement on Zimpapers Talk Radio’s Star FM launch  

The Zimbabwe Chapter of the Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA-

Zimbabwe) welcomes the end of the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation’s (ZBC) 

broadcasting monopoly as the newly-licensed Zimpapers’ Talk Radio’s Star FM 

went on air on Monday, 25 June 2012. This represents a landmark development in 

the country’s broadcasting sector, which has been shackled by tight political con-

trols since the establishment of broadcasting services under the colonial regime.  

 

Before the launch of Star FM, Zimbabwe held the record for being one of the first 

countries in sub-Saharan Africa to have radio broadcasting services, but intri-

guingly one of the last to democratise and develop the sector by licensing private-

ly-owned stations.  

While such an historic development should elicit jubilation from information-

starved marginalised communities in Zimbabwe, citizens can only cautiously wel-

come this  new entrant into the airwaves. This scepticism arises from the per-

ceived favouritism in its licensing by the Broadcasting Authority of Zimbabwe 

(BAZ), whose legality remains unresolved.  

  

The issue of its intrinsic umbilical ties to its proprietor, given Zimpapers docu-

mented partisanship, also engenders doubts on its independence. While it is too 

early to pass judgment, the ball is now in Star FM’s court to confound its sceptics 

by eschewing the partisan slant of its owner, Zimpapers.  

  

In saying this, MISA-Zimbabwe is mindful of remarks by Media, Information and 

Publicity Permanent Secretary George Charamba urging the station to be guided 

by issues of ‘national interest’ and the liberation struggle in its operations. His re-

marks seem to have dented expectations that the station would provide infor-

mation alternative to ZBC’s content and nourish the information needs of those 

who solely rely on radio for news/information.  

  

This is particularly the case because issues of national interest and sovereignty 
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have in the past been narrowly defined through ZANU PF’s  political lens by the 

media the party controls. An evaluation and monitoring of news content produced 

by ZBC and newspapers under the Zimpapers stable is testament to this fact.  

  

MISA-Zimbabwe therefore reiterates its calls for comprehensive media reforms 

that would facilitate the repeal of the country’s broadcasting laws to facilitate the 

establishment of a representative independent broadcasting regulatory board that 

promotes the licensing of all aspiring private and independent broadcasters.  

  

Only then can Zimbabwe assume pride of place among progressive nations that 

have genuinely liberalised broadcasting space.  

Signed:  

Njabulo Ncube, MISA-Zimbabwe Chairperson  

Email: misa@misazim.co.zw 

Website: www.misa.org  
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